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ABSTRACT
Finding answers to why-questions involves finding arguments in texts, rather than the noun phrases that are typical targets for factoid questions. Detecting arguments requires detecting specific rhetorical structures and relations. Therefore, we proposed the use of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) as a tool for discovering answers to why-questions in paragraphs that are likely to contain the answer. We evaluated this method using two sets of why-questions: one obtained by elicitation of native speakers and one containing questions that are asked to the online question answering system answers.com. Our procedure was able to find answers to about 60% of the why-questions. We conclude that some relation types have a high predictive power in answer selection, but we also found that many questions require a full paragraph for an answer. Therefore, we need to shift the research emphasis towards passage retrieval. We propose a three-step method for retrieving passages that are likely to contain the answer to a why-question: (1) query creation, (2) document retrieval and (3) paragraph retrieval and ranking. Standard information retrieval models are not suitable for ranking paragraphs as candidate answers. One issue is the small size of the text units that must be ranked. In addition, we need to incorporate information on the presence of RST relations in the language model used for ranking.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the current research project, we aim at developing a system for answering why-questions (why-QA). Because answers to why-questions tend to consist of arguments expressed in complete sentences or sequences of sentences, and because detecting arguments seems to require analysis of relations within and between sentences, we focus on the role that linguistic information and analysis can play in the process of why-QA.

Up to now, why-questions have largely been ignored by researchers in the field of question answering (QA). One reason for this is that the frequency of why-questions posed to QA systems is lower than that of other types of questions such as who- and what-questions [3]. However, why-questions cannot be neglected: as input for a QA system, they comprise about 5 percent of all wh-questions [2] and they do have relevance in QA applications [7]. A second reason why this type of question has largely been disregarded until now is that the techniques that have proven to be successful in QA for factoid questions have been demonstrated to be not suitable for questions that expect an explanatory answer instead of a noun phrase [4].

General approaches for QA involve at least four subtasks: (1) question analysis and query creation; (2) retrieval of candidate documents; (3) retrieval and analysis of text fragments; (4) answer generation. In previous research, we focused on two tasks: question analysis and answer extraction from text passages that are likely to contain an answer. We investigated the possibilities of answer extraction for why-questions exploiting discourse structure in the source text. In the present paper, we will first discuss the results and the main conclusions that we obtained from our experiments into question analysis and discourse-based answer extraction. One conclusion was that many why-questions require a complete paragraph (and occasionally more than one) for an answer. Therefore, we will present our research plans concerning paragraph retrieval for why-QA.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Question analysis for why-QA
In [13] and [14], we focused on question analysis for why-questions. From other research reported on in the literature it appears that knowing the answer type helps a QA system in selecting potential answers. In systems for factoid-QA, the answer type is generally deduced directly from the question word (who, when, where, etc.): who leads to the answer type person; where leads to the answer type place, etc.

Since determination of the semantic answer type is the most important task of existing question analysis methods [2], we created a question analysis method that was aimed at predicting the semantic answer type. In the work of Moldovan et al. [8], all why-questions share the single answer type
‘reason’. However, we believed that it is useful to split this answer type into sub-types, because a more specific answer type can specialize the answer selection algorithm. The idea behind this is that every sub-type has its own lexical and syntactic cues in a source text. Based on the classification of adverbial clauses by Quirk et al. [10], we distinguished the following sub-types of ‘reason’: ‘motivation’, ‘cause’, ‘circumstance’ and ‘purpose’. Of these, ‘cause’ (52%) and ‘motivation’ (37%) were by far the most frequent types in a set of why-questions pertaining to Reuters and Guardian texts that we elicited from a number of native speakers of English.

We created a syntax-based method for answer type prediction, in which we used the TOSCA system [9] for syntactic analysis and a number of lexical resources like WordNet and VerbNet. With these tools, we extracted a set of feature values from 235 why-questions related to 13 texts from Reuters and Guardian. These 235 questions had manually been classified as ‘cause’ or ‘motivation’. The most important features that we used were ‘subject agency’, ‘modality’ and ‘negation’. We used memory based learning algorithms to classify our questions according to their manually assigned answer type. We evaluated the classification into answer types by using 13-fold cross-validation on the training set. For each round, we tested on the questions for one text, having trained on the questions for the other texts. The best-scoring algorithm (TiMBL) predicted 83.4% of the answer types correctly. Thus, with this syntax-based method, classification is improved by 60% compared to the baseline (classifying all instances as the largest category, viz. ‘cause’).

2.2 Discourse-based answer extraction

In [15] and [16], we present and discuss an approach to answer extraction for why-questions. In approaches to factoid QA, named entity recognition can make a substantial contribution to identifying potential answers. Answers to why-questions, on the other hand, cannot be expressed in the form of a noun phrase. Rather, they often span multiple sentences that entertain discourse relations such as ‘cause’, ‘motivation’, ‘purpose’, and ‘explanation’. Therefore, we decided to approach the answer extraction problem as a discourse analysis task. In order to investigate to what extent discourse structure enables why-QA, we created a system that uses discourse structure for answer extraction.

As a model for discourse annotation, we use Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), originally developed by Mann and Thompson [6] and adapted by Carlson et al. [1]. In RST, the smallest units of discourse are called ‘elementary discourse units’ (EDUs). In terms of the RST model, a rhetorical relation typically holds between two EDUs. Two or more related EDUs can be grouped together in a larger span, which in its turn can participate in another RST relation. By grouping and relating spans of text, a hierarchical rhetorical structure of the text is created.

The main reason for using RST in the variant of Carlson et al. is that their rules and guidelines for segmenting EDUs and selecting relations are largely syntax-based, which fits the linguistic perspective of the current research. Moreover, Carlson et al. have created a treebank of manually annotated Wall Street Journal texts with RST structures (the RST Treebank).

Our answer extraction method is based on the idea that the topic of a why-question1 and its answer are siblings in the RST structure of the document, connected by a relation that is relevant for why-questions. We implemented an algorithm that (1) indexes all text spans from the source document that participate in a potentially relevant RST relation; (2) matches the input question to each of the text spans in the index; (3) retrieves the sibling for each of the found spans as answer. The result is a list of potential answers, which have been ranked using a probability model that is largely based on lexical overlap. For a more detailed description of our answer extraction method, we refer to [15].

2.2.1 Evaluation data

We evaluated our discourse-based method for answer extraction on two sets of why-questions: one obtained by elicitation of native speakers and one containing questions that are submitted to the online QA system answers.com.

For the first evaluation collection, we manually selected seven documents from the RST Treebank [1] of 350–550 words each. We created a set of 372 why-questions obtained from elicitation of native speakers to these annotated texts. Gathering questions through elicitation entails the risk that subjects might have been tempted to ‘invent’ why-questions that do not address the type of argumentation that one would expect for natural why-questions. This may lead to a set of questions that is not completely representative for a user’s real information need.

Therefore, we created a second data set, based on the Webclopedia question collection by Hovy et al. [3]. The complete Webclopedia collection consists of 17,000 questions downloaded from answers.com, an online domain-independent QA system. 805 questions from the Webclopedia set are why-questions—pragmatically defined as questions starting with the word why. We randomly selected 400 of these why-questions.

For analysis and development purposes, we created a set of answer fragments—varying in size from one sentence to multiple paragraphs—to these 400 questions, manually extracted from Wikipedia. For 54% of the questions, we were able to find the answer in Wikipedia. Of the other 46%, some questions have false question propositions and other questions seem to be either too specific or too trivial for Wikipedia to contain the answer. In a large majority of cases (94%) the length of the answer does not exceed a single paragraph. 61% of the answers is exactly one paragraph, 13% is one sentence, and 20% is longer than one sentence but shorter than a paragraph.

For the purpose of evaluating a method of answer extraction using rhetorical relations, we let three experienced annotators create RST structures for the answer fragments from Wikipedia. For answer fragments shorter than one paragraph, we selected the complete paragraph for annotation. We also added the previous paragraph or the section heading to the fragment if these provided essential information for understanding the paragraph containing the answer. We did not inform the annotators about the purpose of their annotations.

2.2.2 Results and discussion

1The topic of a why-question is defined as the proposition that is questioned. A why-question has the form ‘WHY P’, in which the proposition P is the topic. [12]
We used both our data collections for evaluating our approach to discourse-based answer extraction. We studied the theoretical upper bound of the contribution of RST to answer extraction by manually analyzing each of the questions for which we have an answer fragment available—and its corresponding RST structure. We manually matched each question topic to a text span in the answer fragment and selected the span’s sibling as answer. Following this procedure, we found a satisfactory answer for 58.0% of the question-answer pairs in our set of elicitation data, and for 59.3% of the question-answer pairs in our Webclopedia set. Thus, although the questions in both data collections came from different sources, our answer selection procedure showed highly similar results for both sets.

This analysis shows that the maximum recall that can be achieved using our discourse-based answer extraction approach is around 60%. The remaining 40% of the passages containing candidate answers suffers from one of the following problems: (1) the question topic is not represented by a text span in the answer fragment; (2) the text span representing the question topic does not participate in an RST relation; (3) the correct answer is not the sibling of the span representing the question topic but it is somewhere else in the RST structure.

The RST relations most frequently addressed in our Webclopedia question set are ‘elaboration’ (31% of the question topics that participate in an RST relation), ‘explanation-argumentative’ (16%), ‘circumstance’ (15%), ‘background’ (8%) and ‘purpose’ (5%). Here, we see that the very general topics that participate in an RST relation), ‘explanation-argumentative’, ‘purpose’ relations lead to a satisfactory answer in 77%, 85% and 100% of the cases, the paragraph contained too much information on other topics than the core answer. If we add the 61% of the answers that are exactly one paragraph, we find that for 88.7% of the question-answer pairs in our Webclopedia set leads to the problem that in many cases a system relying on lexical overlap cannot match the question topic to the manually chosen text span representing the question topic. This will be the case for all questions posed to a QA system.

We should also note that in realistic applications of why-QA using RST, the system will not have access to a manually annotated corpus—it has to deal with automatically annotated data. We assume that automatic RST annotations will be less complete and less precise than the manual annotations. Consequently, performance must be expected to decline with the use of automatically created annotations. Some work has been done on automatically annotating text with discourse structure. Promising in this direction is the work done Soricut and Marcu [11]. We plan to investigate to what extent we can achieve automatic partial discourse annotations that are specifically equipped to finding answers to why-questions.

2.2.3 Conclusion

We found that discourse structure can be useful in solving at least a subset of why-questions and that some relation types (the most frequent of which being ‘explanation-argumentative’, ‘circumstance’, ‘background’ and ‘purpose’) have a predictive power in answer selection. However, our answer extraction approach should be combined with other methods in order to increase recall [16].

In section 2.2.1 we already said that 61% of the answers in our Wikipedia corpus is exactly one paragraph long, 13% is one sentence, and 20% is longer than one sentence but shorter than a paragraph. We studied the answers in the latter two categories (all answers shorter than one paragraph) in order to find out whether the complete paragraph would be a satisfactory answer to the question. We found that the complete paragraph is a satisfactory alternative to 71.8% of the answers shorter than one paragraph. In the other 28.2% of the cases, the paragraph contained too much information on other topics than the core answer. If we add the 61% answers that are exactly one paragraph, we find that for 84.7% of all why-questions in our Webclopedia set, a complete paragraph from Wikipedia is a satisfactory answer.

We conclude that paragraph retrieval is a good additive solution to discourse-based answer extraction.

3. PROPOSED RESEARCH

We aim at developing and evaluating an intelligent paragraph retrieval method for why-QA. We define a passage as “a fragment of text, longer than a sentence but smaller
that we consider paragraphs as retrieval units.

We concluded in section 2.2.3 that some types of RST relations have a high predictive power in answer selection. Therefore, we aim at developing a method for paragraph retrieval in which we incorporate knowledge about the presence of relevant RST relations. We formulate the following research question:

“How can we realize intelligent paragraph retrieval and paragraph ranking for why-QA, incorporating knowledge on discourse relations?”

3.1 Method

We explained in section 1 that approaches for QA generally involve query creation, document retrieval, selection and analysis of text fragments, and answer generation. Since we expect that answer generation boils down to presenting paragraphs, we aim at paragraph retrieval for why-QA. Thus, we suggest the following approach for answering why-questions. (1) question analysis and query creation; (2) document retrieval; (3) paragraph retrieval and ranking.

We did some preliminary research on each of these steps. For the first step, question analysis and query creation, we already mentioned the importance of answer type determination (see section 2.1). So, prediction of the answer type should be part of the question analysis component of our system. As pointed out in section 2.2.2, the system can combine knowledge on the expected answer type and knowledge on the presence of specific types of RST relations to facilitate paragraph selection and ranking. Secondly, we found that lemmatization of query words has a positive effect on the recall of promising passages. Moreover, we did some small experiments to investigate the gain from lexical expansion for retrieval. For our data collection comprising elicited questions for RST Treebank documents, lexical expansion appeared to be of very little help for retrieving discourse units [15]. However, (as mentioned in section 2.2.2) it can probably play a more important role for questions formulated independently from the source text. Our Webclopedia/Wikipedia data set is in that sense representative for questions asked to an online QA system, formulated by persons who do not know the formulations in the documents returned.

Furthermore, we performed a preliminary experiment into the lexical connection between a why-question and the title of the document that contains the answer. We found that the subject/predicate structure of the input question can be helpful in retrieving the answer document. We noticed that the question’s grammatical subject often matches the title of the answer document. We made a distinction between semantically poor subjects and semantically rich subjects. A semantically poor subject consists of a pronoun or a noun that is on the top of the WordNet tree or has a direct pointer to a top noun. Examples of semantically poor subjects are you, we, people and body. We found that if the subject is semantically rich, it is the subject that leads to the answer document. If the subject is semantically poor, it is the predicate that leads to the answer document. E.g. the answer to the question Why are flamingos pink?, which has a semantically rich subject, is in the document on flamingos. On the other hand, the answer to the question Why do we have wax in our ears?, which has a semantically poor subject, is in the document with title Ear Wax. This general rule on the relation between lexical richness of the grammatical subject and the title of the answer document holds for 83% of our Webclopedia questions.

For extracting the subject/predicate structure of the question, we need a linguistic tool that can split the subject and predicate of a why-question. Because of the fixed syntactic form of why-questions [13], shallow parsing together with fairly simple regular expression matching appeared to suffice for this task. For shallow parsing, we explored the Link Parser [5]. For around 90% of the why-questions in our Webclopedia set, we were able to correctly split the subject and the predicate using the Link Parser’s output and regular expression matching in Perl.

The considerations above lead us to propose the method for query creation as shown in figure 1 below.

Figure 1: The proposed query creation method

We think that a query existing of the lemmatized and lexically expanded question terms, information on subject and predicate, and the predicted answer type contains sufficient information for performing proper document retrieval.

For ranking the retrieved documents, we aim at incorporating the following variables: lexical overlap between query and document text, lexical overlap between subject or predicate and document title (depending on semantic richness of subject), and a penalty for matching a synonym instead of a literal query term. We will also introduce a threshold for document probability in order to restrict the number of documents returned.

Having a (short) list of documents that possibly contain the answer to the input question, we need an intelligent approach to paragraph retrieval and ranking. In order to be able to retrieve and rank paragraphs, the system has to create an index for each of the paragraphs in a document. Since we want to incorporate knowledge on RST relations, the paragraph index should contain information on the presence of specific RST relations in the paragraph. This information can come from automatic partial discourse annotations, such as the structures created by Soricut and Marcu’s Spade tool [11]—which we plan to extend so that it covers the relations that have appeared to be relevant for why-QA.
Then, the system has the following information available for paragraph retrieval and ranking: (1) the information from the query; (2) the title of the current document; (3) cues on the locations of potentially relevant RST relations in the text. The presence of some types of RST relations has, as we saw in section 2.2.2, a large predictive power for answer selection. Query information together with the document title can help paragraph retrieval by predicting which part of the query is the most valuable for paragraph retrieval.

In the example of Why are flamingos pink?, it is the subject flamingos that has led to the answer document, and therefore it is the predicate pink that is most valuable for paragraph retrieval.

For ranking the paragraphs found, we need to combine the variables ‘lexical overlap’, ‘information on RST relations’, and ‘document title’ into a consistent probability model. The most important variable in general language models for information retrieval is term frequency. We can use lexical overlap as an estimate of term frequency in conventional models. However, general language models are not well geared for retrieving short text units such as paragraphs. This means that we need to develop a language model that is suitable for possibly very short text fragments. Moreover, we aim to incorporate quantifiable information on the presence of RST relations in the language model.

4. Issues for Discussion

In the previous sections, we have described the research that we carried out in developing an approach for why-QA and the method that we propose for the next step in development: paragraph retrieval. There are a number of open issues that we would like to discuss at the Doctoral Consortium meeting:

• Retrieval of short text fragments. General language models for information retrieval are aimed at retrieving complete documents. What kind of language model can we apply for retrieving units as short as a single paragraph?

• Intelligent paragraph retrieval. We want our language model for paragraph retrieval not only to retrieve fragments based on lexical overlap, but we want to incorporate knowledge on the presence of RST relations in the text fragment for ranking. How can we incorporate RST relations in a consistent probabilistic language model?
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